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Jane’s Defence Budgets

Jane's Defence Budgets delivers a macro-level analysis of national defense budget spending around the world, with three years of historical analysis and five years of forecast, to provide critical insight into the current and future size, shape and capabilities of the world's key military nations.

- Top-down national budget forecasts
- Analysis by force, activity and spend type
- Key economic indicators
- Visualization and comparison tools
1. Choose a country using the Quick Links on the right-hand side, or multiple countries using the country filter on the left-hand side

2. You may both filter and view the defense budgets forecast by activity and force

3. Select a country (or countries) to view the additional viewing and chart options
Chart features

1. You may adjust the chart view (by activity or force), units (millions or billions), chart type, export type, rename the chart from the chart selection bar after you choose a country (or countries), or combine all selected countries.

2. Click the “Chart Summary” area to view the chart details.

3. You may focus on individual sections of the budgets by hiding individual activities or forces in the right-hand side chart legend.

4. Hover your mouse over sections of the chart to see quantitative details.
Selecting multiple countries

1. Use the left-hand filters to select multiple countries
2. Type the name of the first country of interest, then click to apply that country filter
3. Click the box again to repeat the process and add multiple countries
Filtering by Activity or Force

1. If you are viewing the forecast by Activity, you may filter by Force to see the Budget for an individual force across the five Activity types.

2. Likewise, if you are viewing the forecast by Force, you may filter by Activity to see an individual activity forecast across all forces.

3. In the screenshots above, we filtered by “Army” to see China’s Army defense budget forecast by activity types.
Table view

1. Click the “View Table” tab at the top of the page to see the underlying data for the chart

2. The table data is based on the search filters you have applied
1. Click the “Economic Indicators” tab to view associated data for the countries you selected: GDP, GDP growth, Inflation, Total defence budget, and Total defence budget as a percentage of GDP
1. Click the “Budget in Full” tab to see a link to the qualitative reports for the countries’ defense budgets

2. These reports include sections on general economic trends, national defense budget trends, and a breakdown of the budget by service